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a b s t r a c t 

Malware analysis systems are essential to characterize malware behavior and to improve defense mech- 

anisms. In dynamic malware analysis, the actions performed by malware in a sandbox are highly depen- 

dent on the interactions with other hosts and services. However, the current solutions superficially deal 

with the network environment that surrounds the sandbox, exposing limitations to traffic containment 

and network resources reconfiguration. We have already shown how Software-Defined Networking (SDN) 

could enable network access policies changes and thus exposing distinct malware actions. In this paper, 

we investigate the malware analysis process by considering the entire analysis environment, including a 

sandbox and other components that comprise it. We developed a fully-automated malware analysis solu- 

tion that uses network layer as a tool to reconfigure the analysis environment. In that way, it is possible 

to implement per-flow containment rules, dynamic resources configuration, and to manipulate network 

traffic to impersonate services. Our experiments show that it is feasible to identify behavioral deviations 

in different analysis scenarios and reveal many more malware behaviors than those revealed by the state- 

of-the-art analysis systems. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Malicious software, often referred as malware, pose a major

hreat to computer systems. Malware can damage computer sys-

ems and perform a myriad of harmful actions in the affected sys-

ems. To protect systems from those threats, it is important to de-

elop tools that can characterize malware behaviors and develop

efense mechanisms. Antivirus and Intrusion Detection Systems,

or example, need to understand the malware behaviors to develop

ignatures and then defend systems from such software. In this

ontext, malware analysis tools provide a valuable function by en-

bling to investigate the malware actions. 

The substantial volume of malware daily deployed encourages

he use of automated malware analysis techniques such as the dy-

amic malware analysis [1] . Dynamic analysis typically consists of

xecuting a malware sample in a sandbox, i.e. instrumented system,

nd check the malware performed actions. Based on the observed

ehavior, an analyst can identify the threat severity and develop

ppropriate countermeasures. 
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Malware analysis solutions must continually improve their

echanisms to identify actions performed by malware and to pro-

ide details about its behavioral profile. A class of malware can in-

ibit its malicious actions when it detects an instrumented analy-

is system [2,3] . In that way, by remaining undetectable to analysis

ystems, malware can execute in systems and perform harmful ac-

ions without being identified by security tools. 

Analysis results provided by a sandbox are also dependent on

he environment surrounding it, including the interaction with

ther hosts and services. This is especially true in modern mal-

are. A class of malware not only inspects the sandbox itself but

lso the environment surrounding it. Malware, such as Agobot, SD-

ot, Kolab, and Mirai, can modify their actions when an analysis

ystem is detected [1,4] . Other malware suspend their execution

hen they do not have Internet connectivity or availability of cer-

ain network services [5] . The advanced persistent threat Red Oc-

ober , for example, fully deploys its capabilities exclusively in em-

assy and government environments [6] . 

The literature presents many solutions related to dynamic mal-

are analysis. Most of these solutions focus on improving the sys-

em in which the malware is executed, neglecting the network

omponents that surrounds the sandbox [7] . Furthermore, current

alware analysis solutions pose limitations when faced with mod-

rn malware that relies on network resources. In this context,
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taking the network layer as part of the malware analysis process

can address current solution limitations by improving the malware

analysis process. In the network layer, it is possible to observe all

the connections established by the malware targeting the Internet

and determine services directed to the analysis environment. Act-

ing upon those connections enables the implementation of fine-

grained traffic containment rules to avoid malicious activities to

abuse other systems. Additionally, the network layer can also be

used to modify the analysis scenario by incorporating new ele-

ments ( e.g. , network services) that may reveal unseen malicious

behavior from malware that rely on network characteristics to trig-

ger actions. 

We here address the issues related to investigate network sen-

sitive modern malware using MARS – MAlwaRe Analysis Archi-

tecture based on SDN. As described in our previous work [8] ,

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [9] is a feasible approach to

integrating the network layer as part of malware analysis pro-

cess. In our previous study [8] , we show how it is possible to

use different network access profiles to reveal new malware be-

haviors. In this paper, we focus on the network layer as a tool

to reconfigure the malware analysis environment. More precisely,

we introduce new capabilities to the malware analysis process

by enabling the possibility to reconfigure the analysis environ-

ment dynamically based on network connections established by

malware. Hence, our solution can inspect malware connections

and, based on traffic characterization, perform actions such as

forwarding network flows, rewriting DNS queries packets, chang-

ing network topology, changing hosts IP addresses, or introducing

vulnerable services to the environment to trigger new malicious

behaviors. 

We implemented a prototype as a proof-of-concept and demon-

strate, by experimentation, that network manipulation and mal-

ware analysis environment reconfiguration can activate malicious

actions that would not happen in other in other malware analysis

solutions. As such, the main contributions of this paper are: 

• A malware analysis solution that integrates the network layer

as part of the malware analysis process by managing the mal-

ware connections and by controlling the analysis environment; 

• The analysis environment can modify itself during the malware

analysis based on network traffic patterns performed by the an-

alyzed malware; 

• A system where it is possible to execute a malware in the same

environment infrastructure using different environment config-

urations. This allows identifying, in an automated way, malware

behaviors caused by modifications in the environment configu-

ration setup. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 re-

views related work, while Section 3 describes our malware analysis

system architecture. Section 4 presents the system evaluation and

Section 5 depicts the results. We conclude the paper in Section 6 ,

where we present final considerations and future research

directions. 

2. Related work 

Several approaches have been used for understanding the

modus operandi of suspicious binary files [1] . Especially, the dy-

namic analysis approach has proven to be an effective way to in-

vestigate malware, widely used by the security community to de-

termine malware intents. The most popular approach to imple-

menting dynamic analysis consists in executing a malware sam-

ple in a sandbox to monitor the actions performed by that sam-

ple [5,10,11] . Sandboxes employ several technologies to monitor

malware actions and, as a result, to produce reports of activities.
uch reports are essential to identify malware behaviors and en-

ance the detection mechanisms from the security tools [2,12] . 

In dynamic malware analysis context, we observe many solu-

ions that focus on improving the quality of hosts-based infor-

ation collected in the sandbox, besides avoiding sandbox eva-

ion techniques [2,3,12–15] . A set of malware incorporates anti-

andboxing techniques to prevent the malicious code from expos-

ng its activities in the instrumented system. These techniques aim

o recognize system aspects, such as hardware particularities, ma-

hine configuration files, and execution flow to characterize an

nalysis environment. MARS architecture defines the use of a sand-

ox, but anti-sandboxing techniques are not part of our research

cope. However, our solution handles sandbox external aspects,

uch as the connections performed by the malware and other ele-

ents surrounding the sandbox. 

Malware actions performed in the sandbox are dependent on

he interactions with other computers. To observe interesting be-

aviors, the sandbox must provide some Internet connectivity. On

he other hand, it is also necessary to prevent the sample from

ttacking external hosts. For example, when a worm is analyzed,

ts malicious actions could reach multiple systems over the Inter-

et and, without the proper containment policy, harm such other

ystems. 

Network containment applied to malware analysis has been ad-

ressed using different approaches [16–18] . In several solutions,

etwork support is implemented using middleboxes, in which con-

ainment rules and policies are enforced using external network

ppliances. Graziano et al. [17] , however, propose implementing

ontainment rules by emulating network resources required by

alware samples. Instead of allowing the malware to access the

nternet, the technique proposed redirects all connections to emu-

ated services that handle deterministic protocols. A different ap-

roach is presented in GQ [18] , which aims to build per-flow con-

ainment policies to enable the samples analyzed to access the

nternet in a safe and controlled way. Each network flow is dis-

inguished and properly handled to prevent external attacks. To

chieve the proposed containment, GQ architecture relies on ex-

ernal control infrastructure and traditional protocol extensions. 

In addition to implementing network containment rules, mal-

are analysis solutions must be flexible to provide a network

nvironment that represents a full access network environment.

ther malware suddenly changes its behavior and stops its execu-

ion when some restrictions are posed to the environment. More

ecently, modern malware also observes the network elements

urrounding the sandbox to perform malicious activities. Partic-

larly, targeted malware requires specific network conditions to

erform their malicious actions. The literature describes malware

hat checks for specific network services and observes the address

pace where the sample is running [6] . 

The network layer has become more relevant in malware analy-

is processes, once its configuration might expose and trigger new

alicious behaviors. However, traditional malware solutions do not

roperly handle the network layer. Current solutions, as described

reviously, partially with the network support by implementing

ontainment rules and superficially manipulating the network ele-

ents comprising the analysis environment. Differently from other

pproaches, we propose using Software-Defined Networking (SDN)

o implement network support by addressing the network recon-

guration and containment policies. More than using a novel ap-

roach to control the malware analysis scenario, we show that

ew functionalities can be addressed when an integrated solution

s introduced. A centralized network control enables to configure

he analysis scenario by modifying the network topology, IP ad-

ress space, available services, and to enforce network containment

olicies. Thus, malware can be analyzed in distinct network access
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Fig. 1. MARS Architecture: The sandbox ( ❶) produces reports that describe the actions performed by the malware. The SDN controller ( ❷) is responsible for managing the 

malware analysis process and to reconfigure the analysis environment. This analysis environment can assume different network access policies and take advantage of a set 

of resources – Resource Pool ❸ – to compose distinct network scenarios. 
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Listing 1. Ruleset implemented by the Inspection Module used to detect network 

signatures and to generate events to other modules. 
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olicies, which would trigger new malicious actions and to deter-

ine the behavioral deviation. 

. Architecture overview 

An early version of MARS, our architecture for dynamic mal-

are analysis, was described in our previous paper [8] . However,

ignificant improvements have been integrated to the architecture.

herefore, in this section, we revisit MARS components and its as-

ociated execution flow. 

MARS architecture integrates the network layer as part of the

alware analysis process by managing the malware connections

nd by controlling the analysis environment. To this end, we de-

igned a modular event-driven architecture where the event de-

nes actions which control the malware analysis process. Those

vents are flexible and could be customized to fit the require-

ents described by the security analyst. MARS architecture and its

omponents responsible for handling the events generated are pre-

ented in Fig. 1 . 

Our architecture is essentially designed using three compo-

ents: 

• Sandbox - It is responsible for running the binary samples and

identifying the actions performed in the system analyzed. Our

architecture does not specify any sandbox technology, such as

virtual machine or plain physical systems. However, the sand-

box must provide mechanisms to support and control the mal-

ware analysis process remotely; 

• SDN controller - It is in charge of managing the malware analy-

sis process and controlling the malware analysis environment; 

• Resource pool - It is a set of devices and network services

that can be used to compose/modify the analysis environment.

These elements are controlled by the SDN controller and can be

dynamically included in the environment to observe the net-

work traffic characteristics targeting those services. 

In addition to the described components, the architecture uses

oftware modules implemented on top of the SDN controller. Those

odules effectively interact with the malware analysis process by

andling the system configuration. Next, we describe those mod-

les functionalities and their interaction with the analysis process. 

.1. Inspection 

The Inspection Module is designed to inspect the network traf-

c looking for predefined patterns and to generate events han-
led by other SDN modules. Those events are generated in conse-

uence of network traffic characteristics, including the number of

CP/UDP sessions, the number of packets, throughput, packet pay-

oad, TCP/UDP ports and source/destination addresses. Because of

DN design, the controller can intercept all network connections

nd examine full stack packet details. 

Listing 1 presents four rules used to characterize the network

raffic and to generate events, i.e. define configuration actions. The

rst rule – lines 2, 3, 4 – analyzes HTTP traffic (80/TCP) and redi-

ects it to a local Web server. This redirection allows collecting de-

ails about network connections directed to HTTP services. The sec-

nd rule – lines 7 and 8 – shows an example of data packet ma-

ipulation, more precisely, actions associated with the DNS answer

ewriting process. The third rule – lines 11 and 12 – exemplifies a

ule that blocks connections aimed to a specific target. In the ex-

mple, connections targeting “www.example.org ” are discarded by

he controller. The last rule – lines 15 and 16 – shows how to limit

he number of simultaneous TCP sessions related to service SSH.

his rule, for example, can be used to avoid the analyzed sample

o perform brute force attacks. 

Our solution associates each triggered event with an action

ranslated into OpenFlow [19] rules and integrated to the SDN con-

http://www.example.org
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Listing 2. Commands performed by an analyzed malware trying to abuse external 

systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listing 3. Containment profile configuration sample in which the environment ac- 

cess policy is defined. 
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troller. Since network characteristics are matched to predefined

patterns, an event is triggered to the appropriate SDN module. That

appropriate module handles the events based on their type: Con-

tainment Module for network containment policies, Configuration

Manager Module for topology modification and configuration, and

Analysis Control Module for handling the sandbox running control.

Next, we describe these modules that handle events generated by

the Inspection Module . 

3.2. Containment 

The Containment Module handle events associated with network

access policies. Those events describe functionalities related to

data packets and network connections, including actions, such as

drop, limit, rewrite, redirect, and forward. Naturally, the analyzed

malware may interact with another system across the Internet;

as a consequence, it is appropriate to implement containment

mechanisms to avoid the running malware from abusing third

party systems. Despite the risk, most of malware require some

degree of communication with external resources to download

additional components or to obtain attack instructions. Further-

more, there is malware with aggressive behaviors that try to

compromise systems as soon as possible. For ex-

ample, malware SHA1 hash d483984a44d0a7d3a
9216065d3273a8bdef18f1f infects IoT devices using default

TELNET service password and execute the following commands

( Listing 2 ). 

The IP address was sanitized; however, it is possible to observe

the command performed by the analyzed malware to an exter-

nal device. These commands, if successful, actually infect a remote

system. Therefore, it is important to implement flexible contain-

ment rules that provide instruments to restrict malicious actions.

To avoid this particular attack, for example, an analyst could write

rules to discard packets with specific payload, such the wget com-

mand. 

A significant advantage when using SDN is the centralized net-

work control. With that control, it is possible to implement con-

tainment policies in the core of the network encompassing differ-

ent aspects, including: 

• Packet payload - Containment rules can identify strings and par-

ticular signatures included in the packet payload. Several rules

related to deep packet inspection can affect the controller per-

formance, but this is not a major issue; since the environment

is exclusively used for malware analysis, a possible performance

impact can be easily detectable, thus not affecting the analysis

effectiveness; 

• Network throughput - To identify the maximum data through-

put is a way to evaluate the capabilities of the affected system.

Systems connected to high-speed Internet connections are more

suitable for particular types of attacks, such as denial of service

attacks. Therefore, the configuration flexibility enables the anal-

ysis environment to assume distinct throughput limits to map

those behaviors; 

• Packet rate - Similarly to network throughput, it is possible to

define a packet rate for the whole malware analysis environ-

ment, as well as to configure a packet rate for every element

present in the architecture. This configuration is used to avoid
attacks using a high rate of small size packets to turn a network

service unavailable; 

• Connection limit - Other attacks have particularities that can

easily be blocked by limiting the number of connections per-

formed by the analyzed sample. In attacks associated with vul-

nerability scanning, for example, to limit the number of con-

nections performed by the malware is an effective way to in-

hibit those types of attacks; 

• Blacklist - To block specific destinations is another useful capa-

bility in malware analysis systems. Hence, the system can dis-

card packets to predefined destinations and turn targets inac-

cessible from the analysis environment. 

Multiple containment rules can be configured for the analysis

ystem. More specifically, it is possible to configure global access

olicies affecting all the analysis environment, or applied to a par-

icular set of elements. Listing 3 shows a configuration profile ex-

mple illustrating containment rules. 

The first part – lines 5 and 6 – establishes global rules asso-

iated with packet per second rate limit and throughput defined

n that environment. Thus, during the analysis elapsed time these

arameters must not exceed the limit. Next, lines 8, 9, 10 show

ules associated with specific services and elements. This config-

ration profile defines the initial environment containment policy,

lthough these rules can be modified during the malware execu-

ion due to other predefined dynamic rules considering the mal-

are performed actions. 

.3. Configuration manager 

This module handles events associated with the network en-

ironment configuration. Those events aim to setup the network

opology and to modify its configuration as a consequence of pre-

efined network traffic characteristics. The setup configuration is

ustomizable; the SDN controller can control the system by adding

ew services to the analysis environment, by reconfiguring the

unning network topology, and by defining different addressing

olicies. 

The analysis environment configuration is specified using a

ML-based file in which all the resources available in the analysis

nvironment are defined. Thus, it is possible to create predefined

onfiguration scenarios – template profiles – that could be used

n multiple investigations. We designed distinct environment con-

guration profiles, including: ‘IPv6 only’, ‘academic network’, ‘in-

ustrial network’, ‘simple network with few WEB/SMTP servers’,

governmental institution’. Yet, an analyst still can create his own

emplates. Again, the configuration environment is flexible to mod-

fy its characteristics during malware execution. Listing 4 shows an

xample of an environment configuration template. 

That configuration profile describes all the resources available,

ncluding 3 Web servers, 1 SMTP server, and the sandbox. Despite
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Listing 4. Initial setup configuration where the available resource aspects are de- 

scribed. 
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Fig. 3. Custom protocol designed to implement the communication between the 

sandbox and the SDN controller. 

Table 1 

Instruction codes used in control messages. 

Code Description Target 

0 0 0 Sandbox has started the analysis controller 

001 Sandbox has finished the analysis controller 

010 Sandbox must start sandbox 

011 Sandbox must stop sandbox 

100 Sandbox must restart sandbox 
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eing an available resource, the SMTP server is not instantiated in

he initial setup. The SMTP server is in “waiting mode” and may be

nserted into the environment according to the actions performed

y the malware. 

.4. Analysis control 

In our solution, the analysis process may comprise multiples cy-

les in which the malware samples are executed using distinct en-

ironment configurations. These cycles are managed by the Anal-

sis Control Module that handles events requiring the interaction

ith the sandbox is required. 

For that reason, MARS defines a set of predefined actions tar-

eting the sandbox control, which includes: to conclude the anal-

sis, to restart the malware execution, or to revert the sandbox to

he initial state for next analysis (see Fig. 2 ). 

Those actions are essentially convenient in cases in which the

nalysis environment is reconfigured. The analyst can restart the

alware analysis process to investigate behaviors triggered as a

onsequence of environment modification. If a novel activity is pre-

ented, it is feasible to repeat that process until achieving the stop

ondition (a specific behavior found, network threshold, number of

ounds). 

The communication between the controller and the sandbox

s implemented using network protocol messages. We specified a

ommunication protocol – depicted in the Fig. 3 – to manage the

andbox analysis process. The protocol message format is described

s follows: 

• Sandbox ID - It is an alphanumeric code used to identify the

running sandbox. This is useful to discriminate the sandbox in

situations in which more than one sandbox is in execution in

logically separated scenarios; 

• Instruction Code - This code defines an action that should be

executed by the controller in the analysis environment. These

actions include environment configuration operations and noti-

fication messages. The defined codes and respective actions are

described in Table 1 ; 
ig. 2. Malware analysis process - The malware executed in the sandbox ( ❶) performs n

nvironment. All the network actions are inspected by the SDN controller that, based o

vents are handled by the modules and can modify the analysis environment by redirec

nvironment access policy by managing the network flows (packet-rate, throughput, bla

einitiate the analysis using a new setup configuration ( ❸). 
• Malware Hash - It is a distinct value used to identify the mal-

ware being analyzed. Hence, the controller can identify when

an analysis starts/ends and its respective network accesses; 

• Src. IP and Dst. IP - It defines the instruction packet source IP

address and packet destination IP address respectively; 

• Src. Port and Dst. Port - It defines the instruction packet source

port and destination port. 

The available messages related to the Instruction Code field are

resented in Table 1 . 

Several messages can be used to modify the analysis execution

rocess. These instructions – Table 1 – represent a set of com-

ands associated to the controller and sandbox communication.

or instance, the instruction code 000 represents a notification

essage used to notify the SDN controller that the analysis has

tarted. The controller thus knows that a malware sample is ex-

cuting and can handle the specific packets. Conversely, instruc-

ion code 100 tells the sandbox to stop the malware execution and

tart it again to proceed a new analysis. 

The instruction messages described in this section are essential

o control the malware analysis process. The analysis process can

herefore be instrumented to run a sample in multiple configura-

ion environments and to detect behavioral deviations. 

.5. Automation 

The ability to analyze a malware sample using automated tools

s an essential feature provided by the dynamic malware analysis

pproach. However, in traditional solutions, the analysis automa-

ion is not extensible to the network environment surrounding the

andbox. In our solution, we extend this automation to the net-

ork layer by using configuration profiles. Hence, a sample can be

nalyzed in different environments without demanding human in-

ervention to configure the network layer elements. 
etwork actions that can reach the Internet or other systems present in the analysis 

n predefined patterns, generates events to the implemented SDN modules. Those 

ting specific network flows to internal devices ( ❷). The controller can enforce the 

cklist), as well as to interact with the sandbox to stop the malware analysis or to 
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Fig. 4. Configuration file that describes the malware analysis process. This particular process is composed of three cycles using distinct setup configurations. 
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In MARS, the whole malware analysis process can be config-

ured by using an XML description file. The later allow defining the

environment characteristics and other attributes associated with

the malware execution. Fig. 4 illustrates a malware analysis pro-

cess composed of multiple sandbox cycles. The description file in-

dicates the malware analysis process associated with the sample

SHA1 hash 2aa58c26deac88c63b544318da7ab08e2a5fff97 . In partic-

ular, the example describes a process composed of three cycles and

their respective setup configuration. 

We discuss the configuration attributes used to specify that

analysis process as follows. 

• containment-profile - It is a template file that describes the ac-

cess policy profile to the running analysis environment; 

• environment-configuration-profile - This directive refers to a con-

figuration file in which all the available resources are described,

including their configuration and attributes; 

• inspection-profile - It refers to a file that describes the network

events that must be observed by the controller to issue events

to reconfigure the analysis environment; 

• runtime - The number of minutes malware should be executed

in the sandbox; 

• platform - It describes the platform in which the malware sam-

ple is executed (sandbox platform); 

• label - It is a configuration file identification label. 

This particular analysis process ( Fig. 4 ) produces three report

files describing the malware behavior in each environment con-

figuration. These reports provide the resources to detect the ma-

licious behavioral deviation in the different analysis environments

and, based on that, it is possible to tune the analysis process by

modifying the setup configuration. 

4. Methodology 

This section presents our methodology to evaluate MARS. The

goal is to determine the improvements provided by our solution

to trigger new malware actions in the dynamic analysis process.

To this end, a feasible approach is to execute a malware sample in

different malware analysis solutions and identify the actions per-

formed. Consequently, we can observe the MARS efficacy regarding

revealing unseen malware actions. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is not a well-established

methodology and metrics to evaluate in the context of malware

actions in malware analysis solutions. Several studies evaluate a

subset of characteristics to determine the malware solution effec-

tiveness. In Pytrigger [3] , authors evaluate the malware activity

by observing the file system access and system configuration key

modifications performed by the malware in the sandbox. Lindorfer

et.al [16] describe a technique based on system calls for detect-

ing malware samples exhibiting different behavior across different

sandboxes. Those evaluation techniques, focusing on system calls,

present limitations to observe the malware behaviors. For example,

system calls related to inter-process communications and asyn-

chronous calls are overlooked by those techniques. On the other
and, there are methodologies that consider the connections es-

ablished by malware to detect behavioral deviation. For example,

n GQ [18] , the behavioral malware difference is determined by the

umber of connections performed by the malware. 

In modern malware, different actions are triggered based on the

xecution context, making it necessary to observe multiple execu-

ion parameters to identify behavioral variance. Therefore, using a

ethodology based on individualized parameters could introduce

mprecision to the evaluation. For example, a set of malware tries

o connect to dynamic IP addresses – P2P administration controller,

ast-flux domains, and CDNs. As a consequence, each analysis cycle

enerates distinct network events that do not represent a behav-

oral deviation. 

In this work, we argue that an evaluation metric must examine

ultiple parameters to more precisely map the actions performed

y the malware. In the absence of a common metric to compare

alware analysis solutions, we discuss a methodology that exam-

nes a subset of parameters provided by sandbox reports. The pa-

ameters are: 

• IP Conversations - This parameter define a network traffic con-

versation between two peers.; 

• IP Addresses - Provide all IP addresses observed in the malware

analysis environment, including the addresses requested by the

analyzed malware sample; 

• Behavioral Sandbox Signature - These signatures are provided by

the sandbox and describe actions based on file system and reg-

istry indication. Signatures typically represent generic actions,

such as “HTTP traffic detected”, “Malware tries to connect to an

IRC Server”, “Malware tries to access Tor Network”, and other

signatures that correspond to a predefined behavioral pattern; 

• TCP/UDP Ports - Provide information related to all TCP/UDP

ports requested by the malware sample in the analysis envi-

ronment; 

• Bytes Transmitted - Quantify the number of conversations that

transmitted more than 10 0 0 bytes (inbound and outbound).

The number of bytes transmitted in a conversation could re-

veal prominent attacks and actions performed by the malware.

This threshold (10 0 0 bytes) was defined based on the analysis

reports. Conversations with less than 10 0 0 bytes tend to be less

significant regarding revealing malicious behaviors; 

• Conversation Time Elapsed - Describes the number of network

conversations lasting over to 2 s. Likewise Bytes Transmitted ,

the conversation duration reveals valuable characteristics of the

sample analyzed. In association with another parameter, it is

possible to identify specific malware behaviors such as network

scan (multiple conversations targeting distinct port in a short

time window). Again, a manual investigation allows defining

the threshold (2 s) that disclose more significant connections

in terms of revealing malicious behavior. 

The heterogeneous nature of the parameters aims to reflect

he particularities of each analysis and, more consistently, com-

are results from the different analysis. In addition to the de-

ned parameters, the results produced by our solution should ide-
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Table 2 

Comparison parameters extracted from the malware TR/Dropper.Gen when analyzed 

in Reference System and MARS. 

Fig. 5. Malware analysis environment setup. 
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(21/TCP), VPN (5900/TCP), IRC (6 6 67/TCP). 

1 http://www.virusshare.com/ . 
2 http://mars.botlog.org/ . 
lly be confronted with other architectures for comparison pur-

oses. However, solutions related to our architecture, as described

n Section 2 , are not publicly available and cannot be used for com-

arison. Thus, our methodology uses a similar approach to that

roposed by Balzarotti [7] , in which a reference system is imple-

ented to draw a baseline for the analysis results. For this reason,

ur solution is based on the approach of comparing the execution

f the malware in a reference system. As a result, each malware

ample is analyzed in both systems (MARS and Reference) produc-

ng a set of behavioral reports from where the parameters of our

ethodology are extracted. 

An example that illustrates a comparison line is presented

n Table 2 . The parameters provided by TR/Dropper.Gen are

imidly contrasting. However, in this comparison, MARS triggered

ore events related to the following parameters: IP, Signature, Du-

ation, Bytes . In numbers, the sample analyzed in MARS revealed:

2 conversations; 8 distinct IP addresses; 5 sandbox signatures; 4

onversations with more than 2 s; 2 conversations with more than

0 0 0 bytes transmitted each; and, 3 distinct UDP ports. When the

umber of distinct Conversation is observed individually, the Refer-

nce System shows more events than MARS. However, when other

arameters are observed it is possible to have a more precise view

f the analysis characteristics. 

Finally, our methodology provides the set of parameters to de-

ict the solution effectiveness. Based on these parameters, an ana-

yst can analyze reports and determine what solution has triggered

ore events. The next section describes our experimental analysis

ased on the parameters presented in this section. 

. Case study 

We conducted a set of experiments involving a number of dis-

inct malware samples. The objective is to detect behavioral devia-

ions triggered by our solution. The experiments were carried out

sing the same sandbox tool and identical malware database, but

sing different environment configuration in each experiment, as

escribed as follows. 
.1. Malware samples 

We used a heterogeneous malware database to conduct

he experiments. Inspired by the experiments performed by

alzarotti [16] , we defined a subset of 100 malware collected from

ublic sources, such as VirusShare. 1 The samples were selected ob-

erving a set of requirements to avoid malware analogous behav-

ors, including: (i) unique ClamAV antivirus signature family [20] ;

ii) unique malware hash, and (iii) fuzzy hash de-duplication [21] .

urthermore, to increase the diversity of binaries the database was

omposed of 50% of malware classified as “APT” by VirusShare, and

0% of samples classified as “non-APT”. Thus, we could identify

hether our solution is more efficient when analyzing malware

hat considers the environment that surrounds it. A complete list

f analyzed malware and respective signatures are available in the

roject website. 2 

.2. MARS experimental environment 

Fig. 5 depicts our experimental malware analysis environment.

ARS prototype was implemented using OpenVSwitch and the

OX controller [22,23] . The experimental environment also has a

et of resources that can be dynamically integrated into the analy-

is environment in which the available resources comprise: 

• Web server running a default configuration of Nginx [24] ver-

sion 1.6.2, running on a Linux Debian 8 machine; 

• Web server running Wordpress on the top of Apache server ver-

sion 2.4.23; 

• SMTP server is a Linux Debian 8 machine running Postfix (ver-

sion 3.0.2) customized to accept mail message, but without for-

warding them; 

• Honeyd is a honeypot [25] server that runs arbitrary services to

collect information about attacks. In this environment, the hon-

eypot emulates the following services: TELNET (23/TCP), FTP

http://www.virusshare.com/
http://mars.botlog.org/
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Table 3 

Deployed experiments and their respective environment configuration aspects. 

Network Containment 

Policy Rules ( Section 5.3 A) 

Environment 

Reconfiguration Rules 

( Section 5.3 B) 

Experiment I – � 

Experiment II � � 
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Those elements are used to compose or to modify the anal-

ysis environment topology during the malware execution. To-

gether with the provided services, our experimental setup em-

ploys Cuckoo Sandbox [10] with minor modifications to perform

the analysis process in a Windows virtual machine. The sandbox

source code and configuration used is available on the project

Website. 2 Every malware was executed in a Windows XP Home Edi-

tion Service Pack 3 , using Internet Explorer 6. 

The element Malware Repository stores the malware samples

and provides them to the sandbox analysis. To this end, the repos-

itory has a dedicated interface to the environment sandbox able to

submit samples to the malware analysis. Finally, for convenience,

we used a network gateway to provide flexibility to our setup so

that we can move the architecture over different network setups

and avoid external network address conflict. 

5.3. Prototype implementation 

As required by the POX controller, all SDN modules used in

our solution were implemented in Python. Particularly, we used

the common OpenFlow interface provided by POX to achieve the

network layer reconfiguration. In this sub-section, we present the

main features implemented by our solution to improve the mal-

ware analysis process regarding the network containment policy

and environment reconfiguration rules. 

A. Containment policy rules 

The access policy provided to the sandbox can truly affect the

malware analysis results. To detect this effect, we implemented a

set of predefined containment access policies used in an experi-

mental analysis to carry out our evaluation. Based on that, we de-

fined three containment policies to characterize the network ac-

cess profile of all elements in the malware analysis environment.

The predefined policies are: 

• open - No network traffic restrictions are imposed i.e. , all pro-

tocols in any direction (outbound or inbound) are permitted; 

• partial - No restrictions are posed to the local network, but the

access to external services (Internet) is limited. The allowed ser-

vices are: DNS (53/TCP), DNS (53/UDP), HTTP (80/TCP), DHCP

(68/UDP), and IRC (6 6 67/TCP); 

• close - Local network access is permitted, with no external or

Internet network access. 

Note that the access policy is defined in the malware analysis

process initialization (see Fig. 4 ), although this policy can be mod-

ified. A specific traffic behavior, for example, can modify the access

policy and block all the connections to a particular target. 

B. Environment reconfiguration rules 

The environment reconfiguration enables MARS to modify the

setup surrounding the sandbox during the malware analysis. Modi-

fying the environment in which the malware is executed is another

way to encourage a malware to reveal unseen actions. While the

analysis environment can assume multiple configurations, in our

prototype we specified a set of predefined reconfiguration actions

available in the experimental scenarios. The predefined reconfigu-

ration actions are structured into three categories: 

• Network service inclusion - When the controller detects a packet

aimed to port 80/TCP, it adds a Web server in the analysis envi-

ronment by activating the OpenVSwitch port. The idea is to ob-

serve attacks towards the Web server or to a specific Web ap-

plication, such as Wordpress. In particular cases, the Web server

included in the environment exposes attack details that are not

shown in other analysis setups; 
• Network traffic redirection - The SDN controller redirects spe-

cific predefined requests to the honeypot to collect more de-

tails about the attack. When the analyzed malware sends pack-

ets aimed to key ports – TELNET (23/TCP), FTP (21/TCP), VPN

(5900/TCP), IRC (6 6 67/TCP) –, the controller promptly redirects

it to the respective emulated services in our honeypot. The hon-

eypot provides a limited interaction with the attacks but incor-

porates network services in the environment that can collect

sensitive information, such as credentials used by the malware;

• Packet manipulation - The controller inspects all DNS requests

and rewrites packets whose request cannot be translated to an

IP address ( NXDOMAIN ). DNS packets with the error message

NXDOMAIN are rewritten to a valid entry, pointing to the hon-

eypot IP address. As a consequence, the malware action asso-

ciated with the initially unavailable addresses can be examined

in the honeypot. The connections directed to emulate honeypot

services are properly handled and connections targeting non-

emulated services are saved for post analysis. 

These reconfiguration actions and the access policies described

n this section were used to setup the analysis environment used

n our experiments. Next, we describe the Reference System used to

erform our experiments and to support analyses evaluation. 

.4. Reference system environment 

The Reference System is a malware analysis environment imple-

ented for comparison purposes. Indeed, this environment was

eployed using a simplified version of MARS infrastructure, as de-

icted in Fig. 5 . The objective is to map the evaluation parame-

ers in an environment similar to the MARS setup but without the

unctionality provided by MARS, such as environment reconfigura-

ion and containment access policy. It is thus possible to build a

aseline of results and expose the behavioral aspects triggered by

ARS. 

In the Reference System implementation, we used the same

andbox configuration and networking IP addressing setup previ-

usly described. The additional components comprising the envi-

onment, such the Web Servers, SMTP server, and the honeypot

ystem, were also included in this environment for comparison

onsistency. However, the POX controller and OpenVSwich were

emoved from the environment since OpenFlow rules are imple-

ented. As a result, the actions performed by the malware in the

andbox do not suffer intervention from the analysis system. Fur-

hermore, the sandbox has direct communication with the network

ayer whereby its connections have full access to the Internet and

ocally available services. In the next section, we present the ex-

eriments performed in this Reference System and compare them

o the MARS solution. 

. Experimental results 

The experiments performed in MARS were conducted using the

nfrastructure depicted in Fig. 5 , where each malware sample was

xecuted by the sandbox for 3 min. We designed two experi-

ents to evaluate the malware samples analysis, as summarized

n Table 3 . 
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Table 4 

Events performed by malware Win.Downloader.81796-1 executed in different envi- 

ronment setups. These events are summarized and normalized to avoid events du- 

plication and then compared to the Reference System . 
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The experiments deployed introduce characteristics to the anal-

sis environment associated with network access policies and dy-

amic reconfiguration. In Experiment I, MARS is configured to ap-

ly the environment reconfiguration ruleset. In Experiment II, rules

ssociated with network containment are combined into environ-

ent reconfiguration rules. The malware samples were executed in

oth environments to determine which setup configuration is more

ffective to trigger malicious behavior and, more widely, how the

nvironment surrounding the sandbox affects the malware analy-

is. The experiments are discussed as follows. 

.1. Experiment I 

In the first experiment, the objective is to identify the behav-

oral deviation in malware when rules associated with traffic redi-

ection, packet manipulation, and network service inclusion are ap-

lied to the setup. To this end, we used the ruleset described in

ection 5.3 to manage the network conversations performed by the

alware. 

The 100 malware were analyzed producing 200 analysis reports

100 analysis using MARS and 100 analysis using the Reference

ystem ). An automated process extracts the evaluation parameters

nd provides the information to study the malware actions. Based

n the methodology defined ( Section 4 ), a specialized analyst can

dentify malicious behavior modifications. In summary, the exper-

ment detected 38 malware – i.e. 38% of the samples – exposed

ovel malicious behavior when executed in MARS. 

For example, the MARS analysis associated with the malware

HA1 hash c4343f6b7d899ceae825af31209985824e97cd2 
howed more events when compared to the Reference System . In

eneral, all the evaluation parameters presented a sensitive in-

rease, being: 1 new malware behavioral signature; 14 new IP con-

ersations; 7 new connections with more than 10 0 0 bytes trans-

itted; 13 new conversations with more than 2 s; 189 new IP ad-

resses; and 1 new TCP port. As characterized, our system enabled

his malware to reveal actions that were not shown in the Refer-

nce System . 

A longer investigation on the malware showed that its behav-

or is conditional to a specific FTP server. The malware fully shows

ts actions when a specific FTP server is available in the analy-

is environment. However, this particular FTP server was unavail-

ble ( NXDOMAIN ) when the analysis investigation was executed. As

onsequence, in the Reference System , this malware stops its exe-

ution since traffic manipulation rules are not present. However, in

ARS, because of the DNS packet manipulation and network ser-

ice inclusion rules, the malware could access an FTP server and

xpose its actions. 

Despite being effective in most of cases, this packet

anipulation can present side effects in particular

ases, for example, the behavior detected the malware

f40b9699a3b9156219b1b1ae1bb920f61cda37d. This malware 

ries to access a specific IP address before starting network scan-

ing. However, this IP address was unavailable ( NXDOMAIN ) and

ARS forwarded its conversations to the local Web server. The

ocal Web server does not have what the malware expects and the

ample does not start the aggressive network scanning as it would

o in a regular analysis. Nevertheless, this analysis evidences this

alware behavior and could lead an analyst to reconfigure the

nalysis environment to address this situation. 

The features provided by MARS were also effective to charac-

erize the network traffic flows. We found few samples that try to

end massive mail messages to distinct mail servers. As designed

n this experiment, all connections associated with SMTP service

25/TCP) were redirected to our local mail server. This configura-

ion allowed us to study the SPAM campaigns and collect infor-
ation from attacks that would not be possible to collect without

raffic manipulation. 

In general, the environment reconfiguration rules describe an

mportant feature to trigger malware actions. The services re-

uested by the malware are essential to its execution and provid-

ng them, even partially, could reveal important malware execution

spects. 

.2. Experiment II 

In our second experiment, we extrapolate the previously experi-

ent by incorporating configuration rules associated with network

ontainment policy. In this experiment, each sample was executed

n MARS for three times using distinct containment policies. 

In the first execution cycle, the malware is analyzed us-

ng the profile “open” equivalent to the setup implemented in

xperiment I . In the second, the containment profile “partial”

s used and, in the third cycle, the profile “close” is used.

he three analysis reports provided by MARS executions are

ummarized and compared to the Reference System . To char-

cterize this process, we created comparison tables in which

he evaluation aspects for every malware analyzed are summa-

ized. Table 4 exemplifies the aspects for sample SHA1 hash

20581741e64c8306fa94c7c8605e768a83168d4 , classified 

y ClamAV antivirus as Win.Downloader.81796-1 . Other eval-

ation aspects related to other malware families analyzed can be

ound on the project Website. 2 

This experiment was more effective than the first experiment

o reveal unseen malicious actions. By executing the malware in

ontainment profiles, combined with environment reconfiguration

nd packet manipulation, we detected a behavioral deviation in

00% of the sample analyzed. An extended analysis of the network

onversations reveals how malware are dependent on the Internet.

 number of types of malware simply abort or become dormant

f they cannot connect to the Internet. Our experiment showed

ore network events in “partial” and “open” profiles, which per-

itted access to the Internet is permitted at different levels.

he profile “close” showed a decrease in the number of network

vents. The distinct access profiles showed the malware adapta-

ion scheme: few samples try to access different ports to inspect

he available network access policy. For example, malware SHA1

ash b3423fef635638bb078b01c34166d1e6eb638d36 tries 

o connect to multiples services across the Internet. However,

hen one of those services is not accessible because of policy re-

trictions, the malware uses alternative ports. This malware, when

xecuted in the profile “partial”, modifies its behaviors to adapt to

he network access policy. Lastly, we observe that most of malware

ries to reach the Internet using TCP ports associated with Web

raffic and with proxy services. The most observed TCP ports were:

0/TCP in 99% of the analysis, 443/TCP in 83% of the analysis, and

053/TCP in 20% of the analysis. 
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7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a solution to improve the dynamic

malware analysis process. Since the actions performed by malware

in a sandbox are highly dependent on the surrounding environ-

ment, it is fundamental to provide flexibility to implement dis-

tinct environment setups. We developed a centralized solution us-

ing Software-Defined Networking (SDN) that integrates the sand-

box operation with the analysis environment components. The

malware analysis environment could assume multiple network

configurations regarding the topology, network access policy, and

services availability. Moreover, the environment can dynamically

modify its characteristics based on actions performed by the mal-

ware actions. That flexibility allows identifying malware behavioral

deviation and reveals unseen actions performed by the malware. 

To demonstrate our solution, we analyzed a set of 100 malware

samples in MARS in two experiments, using distinct environment

configuration. In the first experiment, focusing on environment re-

configuration and traffic manipulation, it was possible to observe

new malicious behaviors in 38% of the samples analyzed. In the

second experiment, in which distinct access policies were incorpo-

rated into the environment, we detected a behavioral deviation in

100% of samples analyzed. In summary, the experiment evaluation

lead us to the following conclusions: 

• The proposed analysis environment for dynamic malware anal-

ysis process affects the quality of the information available in

the reports provided by the sandbox. A proper environment

setup increases the activities performed by the malware in the

sandbox; 

• The integration of the environment configuration as part of the

malware analysis process enables to deploy a complex analysis

environment easily; 

• Simple modifications in the environment configuration trigger

notable changes in the sample behavior. Reconfiguration rules

that include traffic redirection and packets manipulation can

be customized to particular malware families improving the re-

sults; 

• The process of detecting behavioral deviation should observe

multiple parameters to avoid impressions; 

• In the analyzed set of malware, we identified samples that

adapt their behaviors based on access policies. Several malware

try to access different service ports when a particular port is

unreachable. Particularly, we observed this behavior is more as-

sociated to TCP ports than to UDP ports; 

• Traffic redirection and DNS packet manipulation were effective

tools to trigger unseen behaviors in most of the malware anal-

ysis; 

• The greater part of malware requires external network re-

sources, such as contacting a service or downloading additional

components. In the absence of those resources, the malware

aborts it execution or becomes dormant during the sandbox

analysis. 

More than exposing novel malicious behaviors, MARS provides

valuable analysis capabilities unavailable in current tools. MARS

presents a set of resources to reconfigure the analysis environment

and to automate the analysis process. However, to improve the

analysis results it is necessary to tune the environment based on

malware characteristics. To trigger inactive behaviors from modern

malware such as APT, an analyst should observe the sample par-

ticularities to specify a proper analysis environment. Nevertheless,

MARS brings this flexibility to the analyst, by providing the sup-

port to reconfigure the available resources and to identify the most

suitable solution. 

In MARS designed architecture, the solution is dependent on

the action performed by the malware in the sandbox, and this also
ntroduces variables that may interfere with the solution results.

s detailed in Section 2 , several malware implement procedures

nd heuristics to detect a sandbox system and to inhibit its ac-

ions. When the malware does not properly run in the sandbox,

t also affects the MARS effectiveness. Our architecture, however,

oes not restrain or specify the sandbox technology. Moreover, we

upport the use of different sandbox tools by enabling the use of

he ones that better fit the analysis requirements. Yet, the sand-

ox is a critical asset and must be properly selected to compose

he architecture by observing its limitations and the improvements

emanded. 

MARS is vulnerable to attacks and threats targeting the SDN

aradigm. If the controller is affected by an attack, the system can-

ot properly handle the malware analysis process. Additionally, the

lements that comprise the analysis environment may be attacked

y malware or fingerprinted. Likewise, the actions performed by

he SDN controller to manipulate packets could be fingerprinted

y malware that inspects environment anomalies. Thus, in the fu-

ure, we should implement mechanisms to ensure system integrity

nd study techniques to prevent resources fingerprinting. Further-

ore, we are working to enhance the dynamic configuration pro-

ided by our solution to stimulate new malware behaviors. There-

ore, we expect to extensively analyze the malware ecosystem in-

luding malware associated with IoT devices and smartphones. 
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